Welcome to the special issue of Future Generation Computer System (FGCS) journal. This special issue compiles a number of excellent technical contributions that significantly advance the state-of-the-art in federated management [1–3] of Grid and Cloud computing environments. Federated management of administratively distributed grids and clouds offers significant benefits including: (i) improving the ability of resource providers to meet SLA compliance [4] for clients and offer improved service by optimizing the service placement and throughput according to users’ QoS needs; (ii) enhancing the peak-load handling and dynamic system expansion capacity of every Grid/Cloud domain through federation [5] without the need for setting up a new software or hardware infrastructure in every location, and (iii) adapting to failures including natural disasters and regular system maintenance more gracefully as providers can transparently migrate their services to other domains in the federation, thus avoiding SLA violations and resulting penalties. Hence, federated management not only ensures business continuity but also augments the reliability of the participating resource providers. Next, we briefly describe the technical contributions, which were selected for publication in this special issue. All of the selected papers underwent a rigorous peer-review process.

A major performance issue in large-scale decentralized distributed systems, such as grids, is how to ensure that jobs finish their execution within estimated completion times in the presence of resource performance fluctuations. Previously, several techniques including advance reservation, rescheduling and migration have been adopted to resolve/relieve this issue; however, there are some non-trivial practical hurdles that need to be addressed. The use of leveraging additional resources from clouds may be an attractive alternative, since resources in clouds are much more reliable than those in grids. In the paper “Rescheduling for Reliable Job Completion with the Support of Clouds”, Young Choon Lee and Albert Y. Zomaya investigate the effectiveness of rescheduling using cloud resources to increase the reliability of job completion. Specifically, schedules are initially generated using grid resources while cloud resources (relatively more expensive) are used only for rescheduling to deal with delays in job completion. A job in their study refers to a bag-of-tasks (BoT) application that consists of a large number of independent tasks; this job model is common in many science and engineering applications. They have devised a novel rescheduling technique, called rescheduling using clouds for reliable completion (RC2) and applied it to three well-known existing heuristics. Their experimental results reveal that RC2 significantly reduces delays in job completion.

In scientific Cloud workflows, large amounts of application data need to be stored in distributed data centers. To effectively store these data, a data manager must intelligently select data centers in which these data will reside. This is, however, not the case for data which must have a fixed location. When one task needs several datasets located in different data centers, the movement of large volumes of data becomes a challenge. In the paper “A Data Placement Strategy in Scientific Cloud Workflows”, Dong Yuan, Yun Yang, Xiao Liu, and Jinjun Chen propose a matrix based k-means clustering strategy for data placement in scientific cloud workflows. The strategy contains two algorithms that group the existing datasets in k data centres during the workflow build-time stage, and dynamically clusters newly generated datasets to the most appropriate data centres based on dependencies during the runtime stage. Simulations show that their algorithm can effectively reduce data movement during workflow execution.

Shared logging is an increasingly important problem for accounting and usage tracking in overlapping and federated Grid environments. Large scientific projects such as the Large Hadron Collider have outgrown the capacity of any existing single Grid, making federations of Grids more and more common. In the paper titled “Distributed Usage Logging for Federated Grids”, Erik Elmroth and Daniel Henriksson present a non-intrusive solution to the increasingly important problem of shared logging for overlapping and federated Grid environments. The solution addresses three usage scenarios of hierarchical Grids, mutual cross-Grid resource
utilization, and federated Cloud computing infrastructures. The approach is evaluated by extending the existing SweGrid Accounting System (SGAS) with a light-weight component that makes the system applicable to a wide range of usage scenarios. The proposed architecture is characterized by its simplicity, flexibility, and generality, and the new key component by its non-intrusiveness, flexibility, and ability to manage high load. They also present requirements derived from three usage scenarios, and also include an in-depth description of the architecture and design, as well as the implementation and performance evaluation of a new component written for use with SGAS. They conclude from a performance evaluation that the sharing of usage data is not likely to be a limiting performance factor even in large-scale Grid scenarios.

As the utilization of Cloud platforms grows, users are realizing that the implicit promise of clouds (leveraging them from the tasks related with infrastructure management) is not fulfilled. A reason for this is that current clouds offer interfaces too close to that infrastructure, while users demand functionalities that automate the management of their services as a whole unit. To overcome this limitation, in the paper “From Infrastructure Delivery to Service Management in Clouds”, Luis Rodero-Merino et al., propose a new abstraction layer closer to the lifecycle of services that allows for their automatic deployment and escalation depending on the service status (not only on the infrastructure). This abstraction layer can sit on top of different cloud providers, hence mitigating the potential lock-in problem and allowing the transparent federation of clouds for the execution of services.

Francesco Palmieri and Silvio Pardi in their paper titled “Towards a Federated Metropolitan Area Grid Environment: the SCOPE Network-aware Infrastructure” discuss opportunities and challenges in the Grid resource management infrastructure and network control plane design, critical to the provisioning of network-assisted extensible Grid services on the metropolitan scale. Such services can empower a real high performance distributed computing system built on dark fibre transport networks, administered within a single domain and offering plenty of cheap bandwidth to e-science applications. This approach makes the transport infrastructure the main enabling factor of a novel Grid vision: the “Metropolitan Area Grid” (MAG) aiming at unifying many geographically distributed federated computational and storage resources into a common “virtual site” abstraction, so that they can cooperate as if they were in the same Server Farm and Local Area Network. Simply stated, the MAG concept aims to make applications running on our metro Grid infrastructure aware of their complete computational and networking environment and capabilities, and able to make dynamic, adaptive and optimized use of heterogeneous network infrastructures connecting various high-end resources. As a proof of concept, they realized within the SCOPE High Performance Computing environment the prototype of a basic MAG architecture by implementing a novel centralized network resource management service supporting a flexible Grid-application interface and several effective network resource reservation facilities.

An efficient resource discovery mechanism is one of the fundamental requirements to resource management and scheduling of applications in federated grid networks. Resource discovery involves searching for the appropriate resource types that match the application requirements. Various kinds of solutions have been proposed lately. However, some of them have serious limitations in regard to scalability, fault-tolerance and network congestion. To this end, Gregor Pipan in his paper titled “Use of the TRIPOD Overlay Network for Resource Discovery”, presents a fully decentralized, efficient and highly scalable resource discovery approach that is applicable to large heterogeneous and highly dynamic distributed systems. The approach is based on a hybrid overlay network, named TRIPOD, which enables the efficient search for resources in the aforementioned highly distributed, dynamic and largely heterogeneous systems. The key advantages of the proposed approach solution are its efficient proximity searching, ability to search over highly dynamic resource properties, the in-built fault tolerance and robustness and, finally, its very low and manageable network overhead.

Virtual Organization Clusters (VOCs) are another novel concept for overlaying dedicated private cluster systems on existing grid infrastructures. VOCs provide customized, homogeneous execution environments on a per-Virtual Organization basis, without the cost of physical cluster construction or the overhead of per-job containers. Administrative access and overlay network capabilities are granted to Virtual Organizations (VOs) that choose to implement VOC technology, while the system remains completely transparent to end users and non-participating VOs. Unlike existing systems that require explicit leases, VOCs are autonomically self-provisioned and self-managed according to configurable usage policies. In the paper “Virtual Organization Clusters: Self-Provisioned Clouds on the Grid”, Michael A. Murphy and Sebastien Gouaquin presented a technology-agnostic formal model that describes the properties of VOCs and a prototype implementation of a physical cluster with hosted VOCs, based on the Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor. Test results demonstrate the feasibility of VOCs for use with high-throughput grid computing jobs. With the addition of a “watchdog” daemon for monitoring scheduler queues and adjusting VOC size, the results also demonstrate that Cloud computing environments can be self-provisioned in response to changing workload conditions.

We hope that you will find the articles of this special issue to be informative and useful.
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Information Systems Management. Introduction to Grid Computing. Grid computing is a term referring to the combination of computer resources from multiple administrative domains to reach a common goal. The grid can be thought of as a distributed system with non-interactive workloads that involve a large number of files. Grid computing involves computation in a distributed fashion, which may also involve the aggregation of large-scale cluster computing-based systems. The term Grid is chosen as an analogy to a power Grid that provides consistent, pervasive, dependable, transparent access to electricity irrespective of its source. Computer Grids and Cloud Computing will also be reviewed. We will present Cloud deployment models and corresponding use cases including Basic cloud deployment models: Private, Public, Hybrid, Community as well as emerging cloud deployment model such as Federated clouds and Interclouds. Finally, we will provide general enterprise oriented use cases including Virtual Private Cloud (TBA). High Performance Computing (HPC) in clouds Cloud Grids and Cloud Computing Cloud deployment models and corresponding use cases including Basic. It allows the enterprise to: automatically scale up and down cloud based resources that have Although Cloud and Grid computing differ in many aspects, as for example in the general idea of the provision of computational resource which is in Clouds commercial based and in Grids community based there are many similarities. Cloud, grid and distributed system. The evolution has been a result of a shift in focus from an infrastructure that delivers storage and compute resources (such is the case in Grids) to one that is economy based aiming to deliver more abstract resources and services (such is the case in Clouds). The goal of such a paradigm is to enable federated resource sharing in dynamic, distributed environments.